
Vocabulary Glossary—Visual Arts—K-4 
 

1. abstract- Artwork in which little or no attempt is made to represent images 
realistically and where objects are often simplified or distorted. 

2. abstraction- The process of distorting images so they no longer appear realistic.  
3. aerial view- Looking at a space from above. 
4. additive sculpture- A three-dimensional work of art created by joining a series of 

parts together. 
5. aesthetics- A branch of philosophy that studies beauty, especially in the arts.  Also 

a conception of what is artistically valid. 
6. architecture- The art and science of designing buildings and other functional 

structures. 
7. art criticism- Is the description, analyzing, interpreting and judgment of art. 
8. artifact- An object representing a particular culture or stage of technological 

development. 
9. artist- A person who expresses his/her view of the world through the creative use 

of materials. 
10. asymmetry- A type of balance that results when two sides of an artwork are 

visually balanced even though they are very different. 
11. atmospheric perspective- The technique used to create the illusion of distance in a 

two-dimensional work of art.   This is achieved by using a lack of details as well as 
bluer, lighter and duller colors for distant objects. 

12. background- The area of an artwork that appears to be behind other objects or 
farther away from the viewer. 

13. balance- The principle of design in which the arrangement of the parts of an 
artwork give an overall sense of equality in visual weight. 

14. brainstorming- The process of coming up with ideas either in a group or 
independently. 

15. brush strokes- A line, shape, mark or texture made with a paintbrush. 
16. cityscape- An artwork that gives a view of a city. 
17. coil- Long roll of clay joined into a circle or spiral. 
18. collage- Artwork made by  cutting and gluing bits of paper, pictures, fabric, or other 

materials to a flat surface. 
19. collograph- A type of print made by inking a printing block made from objects and 

textures glued to a surface in low relief. 
20. color- The element of art derived from light reflected from a surface. 
21. color scheme- An arrangement or combination of colors used in an artwork. 
22. color wheel- Colors arranged, in the order of spectrum, in the shape of a circle. 
23. complimentary colors- Colors that are opposite one another on the color wheel. 

Complimentary colors strongly contrast with their opposite. 
24. composition- The way in which the parts of an artwork are put together or 

organized in order to create a pleading whole.  Composition also refers to a work of 
art. 

25. contemporary- Current; modern. 
26. contour line drawing- The drawing of an object as though the drawing tool is 

moving along all the edges and ridges of the form. 



27. contrast- The effect of showing the difference between two unlike things. 
28. cool colors- The family of colors that includes blues, greens and violets. 
29. craftsmanship- The skillful practice of a process for well-designed objects of 

quality, durability, and function. 
30. creativity- The skill or talent for making things in a new or different way. 
31. critique- To review, analyze, and discuss works of art. 
32. culture- The common or shared customs, beliefs, arts, and way of like of a group of 

people. 
33. depth- The real or perceived distance between the front and back of an object or 

picture plane. 
34. description- A list of all the literal things a viewer observes in a work of art. 
35. design- A plan for the arrangement of lines, spaces, colors, shapes, forms and 

textures in a work of artwork.  Also the act of arranging the parts of an artwork. 
36. detail- A small part of an artwork that adds visual interest and meaning. 
37. diagonal- A line or edge that slants in one direction. 
38. digital art- Artworks that are created using computer and digital technologies. 
39. draw- An art technique using pencil, pen, charcoal, crayon, pastel, or marker to 

make a picture. 
40. embellishment- Application of decorative elements onto a surface. 
41. emotion- The feelings expressed by an artist through their artwork and felt by the 

viewer in response to an artwork. 
42. emphasis- A principle of design where importance is given to certain objects or 

areas on an artwork. 
43. environment- The physical and emotional aspects of a location or setting. 
44. exhibit- A carefully planned display of artwork. 
45. exterior- The outside, visible area or aspects of an object, place, or person. 
46. façade- The front of a building. 
47. facial proportion- The correct placement of the facial features in relation to one 

another. 
48. focal point- The part of an artwork to first attract the attention of the viewer. 
49. form- A three-dimensional object that encloses volume, such as a cube or sphere. 
50. foreground- The area of an artwork that appears to be nearest the viewer. 
51. frontal view- In an artwork, a view of the front side of an object or person. 
52. functional art- Art created and used for a specific purpose. 
53. genre painting- The representation of people, subjects, and scenes from everyday 

life. 
54. geometric shape- Shapes that are mathematically defined or regular in appearance, 

such as a triangle, circle, square, or rectangle. 
55. gesture drawing- Quick sketch used to capture the movement or position of a 

figure. 
56. horizon line- In an artwork, the line where the ground and sky meet. 
57. horizontal- A line or edge moving straight across from side to side. 
58. interior- The inside, hidden area or aspects of an object, place, or person. 
59. illustrate- To create visual images that complement written words. 
60. imagination- A mental picture of something that may or may not exist. 



61. intermediate colors- Colors that are a mixture of a primary and a secondary color.  
Sometimes called tertiary. 

62. judgment- In art criticism, determining the degree of artistic merit. 
63. kinetic art- A work of art that actually moves on space though natural or manmade 

forces. 
64. landscape- A work of art that shows outdoor scenery such as trees, lakes, 

mountains and fields. 
65. light source- The direction from which light shines on a subject or within an 

artwork. 
66. line- The element of art that is a mark or stroke made on a surface created by a 

moving point.  Line can vary in width, length, curvature, or direction. 
67. linear perspective- Graphic system that creates the illusion of depth and volume on 

a flat surface. 
68. mask- An artwork made to be places over a person’s face or head for decoration, 

disguise, ritual, celebration or protection. 
69. medium/media- Material(s) used to create works of art. 
70. middle ground- The area of an artwork that appears to be between the foreground 

and background. 
71. mixed media- Artworks that are created from more than one medium. 
72. monochromatic- The color scheme using tints and shades of a single color. 
73. monoprint- A one-of-a-kind impression of an image created on another surface. 
74. mood- The feeling created in a work of art. 
75. motif- An element that is repeated often enough to be an important feature of a 

design. 
76. movement- The application of art materials or arrangement of elements in the 

image to create the feeling of motion or action. 
77. museum- A place where works of art or artifacts are cared for and displayed. 
78. negative space- Empty space surrounding shapes and forms. 
79. neutrals- A word used for black, white, brown, and tints and shades of gray. 
80. observation- The continuous process of looking at objects, figures, or places first 

hand in order to create an accurate representation of the subject in a work of art. 
81. organic shape- Shapes that are irregular, particularly those resembling objects in 

nature, such as the shape of a leaf or cloud. 
82. original- A work of art or idea created first hand by an artist; not a copy. 
83. outline- A line that shows the outer edges. 
84. overlap- To partly or completely cover one shape or form with another. 
85. palette- A flat surface, such as a board or tray, on which an artist holds and moxes 

colors. 
86. pattern- The principle of art involving repeated colors, lines, shapes, forms or 

textures in an artwork. 
87. perspective- The illusion of depth in a two-dimensional artwork. 
88. portfolio- A body of finished artwork that an artist shores in a special container 

which is also called a portfolio. 
89. portrait- A work of art that shows the face, upper body, or full figure of a person. 
90. positive space- The space in a composition occupied by the subjects or objects. 



91. primary colors- The colors from which other colors are made. The primary colors 
are red, yellow and blue. 

92. print- The impression of an image created on another surface.  Often done in 
multiple with the artist signing and numbering each one in a sequence.  A print is 
also a reproduction of a famous artwork. 

93. printmaking- The process of creating multiple original images by covering an 
object or carved design with ink then pressing it onto paper or pressing paper onto 
it. 

94. profile- The side view of an object or face. 
95. proportion- The size relationship of one part of an artwork to another part or to the 

whole. 
96. quilt- A functional or decorative fiber artwork made by piecing or painting a top 

and layering it with a piece of batting in the middle and a backing.  All three layers 
are sewn through in order to  hold them together and add to the overall design. 

97. radial symmetry- A type of balance on which lines or shapes spread out from a 
center point. 

98. realistic- Showing something, such as a person or scene, as it really looks. 
99. reflection- The process of thinking about a work of art or the artmaking process 

and considering the various aspects involved. 
100. relief print- A print made by covering a raised  surface printing block with ink 

and them pressing paper onto the block. 
101. repetition- The process of using a motif again and again in a work of art. 
102. rhythm- A principle of design in which a sense of visual movement is achieved 

by the repetition of one or more elements of art. 
103. scale- The size or apparent size of an object seen in relation to other objects, 

people, or its environment or format. 
104. sculpture- A three dimensional work of art that can be viewed from all sides. 
105. secondary colors- A color made by combining two primary colors.  Secondary 

colors are green, violet, and orange. 
106. self-portrait- A drawing, painting, photograph or sculpture that shows the 

likeness of the artist. 
107. sequence- An ordered progression of steps in a process or series of images. 
108. shade- The darkness of a color achieved by adding black. 
109. shading- A way of showing gradual changes in lightness and darkness in a 

drawing or painting. 
110. shadow- The dark area cast as a result of a light source on an object. 
111. shape- the element of are that is the area in and around object in a work of art. 
112. slab- A flat piece of clay created by rolling with a tool or pounding with your 

hands. 
113. space- The element of art referring to the emptiness or are between, around, 

above, below, or within objects. 
114. sketch- A quick, rough drawing used for planning and recording information for 

later work. 
115. still life- An artwork showing an arrangement of objects that cannot move on 

their own, such as fruit or flowers. 
116. studio- A room or building where an artist creates art. 



117. style- Commonly identifiable characteristics of a particular artist, period, or 
movement.  Artists can develop their own special style through their use of specific 
media, methods, materials, or subjects. 

118. subject- This is what an artwork is about. The subject can be a person, object or 
scene and is the recognizable topic within the work of art. 

119. subtractive sculpture- A work of art that is made by taking away or subtracting 
material from a larger piece or block. 

120. symmetry- Balance created by making both sides of an artwork the same or 
almost the same.  The line of symmetry divides the halves. 

121. symbol- A letter, color, sign, or picture that expresses or represents a larger or 
personal meaning. 

122. tactile texture- A texture you can feel with your hands using the sense of touch.  
It is also called actual texture. 

123. texture- The element of art  that describes the way a surface looks and feels, such 
as smooth, rough or bumpy. 

124. three-dimensional- Form measured by height, width and depth. 
125. tint- The lightness of a color achieved by adding white. 
126. two-dimensional- Shape measured by height and width. 
127. unity- The principle of design in which all parts of an artwork combine to create a 

sense of wholeness and completion. 
128. unreal color- Colors in a work of art chosen by the artist for emotional qualities 

rather than accurate portrayal of subjects. 
129. variety- A principle of design in which different elements of art are used to add 

inters to artwork. 
130. vertical- A line or edge moving straight up and down. 
131. viewpoint- The direction from which an observation is made to create a work of 

art.  It can also be a personal opinion. 
132. visual texture- The way a surface appears through the sense of vision.  Also 

called implied texture. 
133. warm colors- A family of colors that includes reds, yellows and oranges. 
134. weaving- An artwork made of thread, yarn or other fibers interlaced in a loom or 

frame. 


